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Abstract: Bubble, the most complicated tribulation the capital market suffers. When the shadow of the 
bubble affects the market transparency, the prices increase with a staggering rate and no economic 
justifications. In this state the stock market loses its function to optimize attribution of recourses and 
price determination. The purpose for this research is to evaluate and prioritize the effective factors for 
creation of a price bubble, to avoid the bubble, the crisis resulting from it, and its severe damage on the 
stock market. To do this, the most important factors for creation of a price bubble were identified, and 
after collecting the required data and information with the use of a questionnaire, these factors were 
analyzed, utilizing the AHP Fuzzy.The results showed that each of the variables emotional, technical 
and fundamental normal weight 0.4405, 0.3926 0.1668, respectively, are important factors in the 
formation of price bubbles. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 We have observed an index decline in the Tehran Stock Market in 1383. Authorities and experts, with 
respect to some considerations, separately remarked the root of the crisis as specific, but mentioned the 
unconventional increase of the prices in 1382 and the first half of 1383 as the main reason for the decline in the 
prices (Vakili Fard, 1389). The term “bubble” is proposed, because the prices grow like the bubble from soap 
and eventually blow and fall intensively (Saleh Abadi, 1389). In economic literature, the deviation of the market 
price with the balanced price is called a bubble (Vakili Fard, 1389). The basis and the essence of the price 
bubble is indeed on account of the reaction to the increase of the prices. Thus the price boost leads to the 
increase of investors’ enthusiasm, increase of demand and consequently another increase in the prices. The 
increase of demand on assets is the result of people’s idea of high yield of stocks in the past and their optimism 
about receiving high yields in future. This feedback of the increase of prices, results in the further increase of the 
prices more than the normal rate (Samadi, Saeid, 1389). 
 Illogical changes in the stock prices results in bubble creation in the stock price. Obviously, investments can 
be pervasive only when the appropriate grounds are ready. To prepare the appropriate grounds for investments 
in bourse, two points are important: 
 First, to decrease economic fluctuations and shocks by applying economic stabilization policies, and thus, 
investors can invest in a rather safe economic situation without worries about unexpected economic distresses. 
 Second, to prepare a situation for the investors in which easy access to the information and their analysis is 
possible. 
 The price bubble eliminates the economic stability and thence makes the bourse not a good ground for 
investment (Sarbanha, 1389). 
 This research used three variables of fundamental, technical and emotional (SalehAbadi and Dalirian, 1389) 
as effective factors for creation of price bubble for the conceptual model of this research. 
 The fundamental variablesare for prediction of the future price of financial market. The basis is the 
consideration of economic, political, regional factors and other respective issues and also considering the 
statistics that affect the supply and demand rate of financial markets. In fundamental variables, effective events 
on the market are concerned. Considerable factors in the market analysis include: supply and demand, seasonal 
price cycle, climate change, and governmental policies (http://fa.ac-markets.com). 
 Technical variables are for price fluctuation forecast and future market process diagnostics that is 
accomplished by studying previous market diagrams. In this method, price variations, transactions’ volume and 
if possible, market tendencies are analyzed. In technical variables, major consideration is the changes which are 
really effective on the market. Diagrams are analyzed based on market and price changes, transactions’ volume, 
and market tendencies (only in future markets) (http://fa.ac-markets.com). 
 Emotional variables analyses the psychological conditions of bourse activists (Individual and Collective). It 
should be considered that purchase or sale based on emotional variables can lead to a favorable result, but it is 
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possible that the overall market condition change in a way that the result occurs vice versa (Vista e-Journal, 
http://vista.it.). 
 One of the effective factors on the price fluctuations is the existence of bubble on the prices surface. A 
bubble appears on the surface of the prices because of a disorder in the correct process of information flow in 
the market and disregarding this price factor will impose expenses on the national economy. The price bubble 
problem was historically introduced for the first time in the beginning of the seventeenth century, and 
scientifically in the United States Stock Market crisis from October 1929 to June 1932 (Asna’ashari, 1388). 
 When unstable factors enter the market, firstly they will cause an increment in prices and formation of 
bubble; but with regards to the social conditions the prices will decrease sooner or later. Generally, most if the 
time bubble and crisis are two sides of a coin (Vakili Fard, 1389). Thus, regarding the importance of the stock 
market, each nation should evade the bubble price in the stock market as possible to avoid financial crisis. 
Therefore this research attempts to deal with the effective factor on the creation of price bubble in the Tehran 
Stock Market. 
 
Research History: 
 Numerous studies were done about the price bubble inside and outside of the country. Some of these studies 
are mentioned below: 
 Torki (1387) has dealt with studying the existence of price bubble in Iran’s Stock Market in his study called 
“Price Bubble and Stock Market in Iran, with RALS technique and application of Mont Carlo Simulation”, and 
indicates that the stock price is deviated from the long term balance (present value of the future expected 
profits), consequently the presence of the bubble in Iran’s Stock Market is approved (Saleh Abadi, 1389). 
 VakiliFard and colleagues (1389) in his research called “A survey on the relation of amount of the free 
floating stocks with creation of price bubble in accepted companies in Tehran’s Stock Market” concluded that 
there is a meaningful relationship between the companies’ free floating stocks and price bubble and companies 
which have less than 20 percent of free floating stocks are more exposed to the bubble price, compared to other 
companies. 
 Zahedi (1386) has dealt with price bubble tests and application of two tests in Tehran’s bourse in his MA 
theses and the results summary is that in addition to approving the existence of price bubble in Tehran’s bourse, 
lack of equal personal information does not avoid the creation of price bubble and only when there are 
significant number of investors with an infinite life time, the price bubble will disappear. With creation of the 
price bubble, there will be grounds for increase in their supply; and in terms of public balance, existence of 
bubble in one market will cause recession in other markets (Sabzeh’ei, Fatemeh and Mehdi Abbaslou, 1389). 
 Gedari (1385) in his study called “A study of the price bubble in Tehran’s Stock Market during 1383-
1384”, has defined bubble as a severe and continuous boost of the price of an asset or a set of assets. The first 
boost of price was because of the swelling price expectations as a result of new customer attraction. This price 
boost is always along with a counter expectations and price decrease which lead to financial crisis. In this 
research the nature of the bubble is studied from the psychological perspectives, general system theory, and 
financial economy; and with the use of price-benefit resemblance test and usage of unit root test, existence of 
bubble in the market in 1383 is approved.This thesis has dealt with studying the bubble in the stock price of 23 
active companies in the bourse.  
 BabaeiSmiri (1384) has studied the existence of rational recessional bubble in Iran’s economy. Recessional 
bubbles which form in rational expectations are called rational recessional bubble. In this research two theories 
are studied, theory of “supply of money is non-exogenous compare to recession” with the use of causality test of 
Grenger and theory of “absence of rational recessional bubbles” with the use of West diagnosis. The West 
method isGigan’s (1956) estimation of money demand function in two conditions of limited and complete 
information; and comparison the two methods with each other. If the two estimations are different form each 
other, it indicates rational recessional bubble. The results of the research direct that money supply compared to 
recession is exogenous and during the studied period, rational recessional bubble existed (Samadi, Saeid, 1389). 
 In this regard foreign researchers have studied the price bubble in various surveys that the following can be 
mentioned: 
 Robert Shiller with a study called “Is the price boost for stocks is a lot more than what it can go along with 
the changes in the stock benefits?” can perhaps be known as one the very first researches about the bubble. With 
the use of annual data of 1871-1986 and utilizing the variance bound test or over instability of the prices, Shiller 
concludes in this research that changes in the prices by the change in current value of the pecuniary benefits are 
not definable. 
 GrinovoDonagle studies the effects of the age of the managers in formation of price bubble in his research 
accomplished in 2009 and concludes that younger managers (below 35 years old) have better performance 
compared to older managers, such that younger managers have started with smaller assets, but in the peak price 
or the same bubble, their assets were quadrupled. This boost had a reflection on the increase of stock prices, but 
caused abnormalflows. Therefore minor shareholders have assisted young managers to move to an increase of 
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stocks. The outcome was that specified amount of official money was controlled by the young managers within 
the peak market price. During the decrease in stock prices and after that, younger managers with regards to their 
weak operationdid not have a specific experience in this abnormal fall and minor investors had strongly low 
financial yield because of weak timing in their flow. Anyway, it seems lack of experience is effective on 
investment decisions in short term and long term phenomena like price bubbles. From creation of a bubble to 
bankruptcy can take many years (Grrenwood, Robin. Nagel Stefan, 2009). 
 Wood has also studied that presumably young managers have a special human capital which lets them 
analyze stock yields better than older managers (Grrenwood, Robin. Nagel Stefan, 2009). 
 Hamilton and Whitman who have also accomplished their studyabout the acute inflation in Germany, 
regarding the formation of the bubble they say: This is a well-known subject that in the environments in which 
traders’ expectations have important role in formation of economic events, expectation may become 
spontaneous; thus, expectations based on unrelated and foreign variables lead to spontaneous promissory note 
prices (bubble) which can be justified that it is totally compatible with rational behaviors of the participants 
(Hamhlton James, D. and H. Whiteman Charles, 1985). 
 Flod and Gaberhave accomplished their study on acute inflation in Germany in 1920 and believe that the 
essential factor of bubble creation is spontaneous expectations. When part of the present prices depend on the 
expected rate of price change, it is possible that the market itself launch a price bubble in which prices originate 
from spontaneous and optional elements in expectations. This possibility have confused and deceived the 
economists (Flood, Robert P. and Garber, M. Peter, 1980). 
 Hanim in his paper which was published in 2006, states that supporting the market can be directed by 
manipulating the policies to shrink the price bubbles in the market. In addition to this, with time passes, the 
market yield increases. Therefore, with diagnosing the transactional level and the size of the price bubble, 
special activities can be applied to stabilize the market price. 
 
Research Method: 
 The present research is descriptive type of survey.The population for this research are experts, specialists, 
and stock brokers and professionals of Tehran Stock Market that their comments were used for prioritize the 
criteria; and because the studied population for this research in finite, it was decided to study the whole 
population and avoid sampling. The guild working test questionnaires to the experts and specialists factors 
affecting price bubble and then complete the AHP-FUZZY method to evaluate and determine the priority of 
influencing factors. 
 The AHP technique based on Developmental Analysis Method 
 The fuzzy version of AHP technique involves situations which are ambiguous and are not well defined. 
Various AHP fuzzy methods were proposed by different people that these methods are systematic approaches 
for selecting options by the theoretical concept of fuzzy collections and hierarchical structure analysis. In 1983 
two Dutch researchers called Larhorn and Pedric introduced a method for fuzzy hierarchical analysis process 
which was based on the Minimum Logarithm squares. The amount of calculations and the ambiguity of stages 
were not appreciated. In 1996, another method called “The Extent Analysis Method (EA)” was offered by a 
Chinese researcher called Chang, Numbers used in this method are triangular fuzzy numbers. In continue the 
AHP Fuzzy concepts and definitions will be described based on EA method. 
Consider two triangular numbers of M1= (I1, m

1, u1) and M2= (I2, m2, u2) which were plotted in diagram 1. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: The two triangularfuzzy numbers. 
 
Their mathematical functions are defined as below: 
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      (1) 
 
 It should be considered that the product of two triangular fuzzy numbers or another inverted triangular 
fuzzy number is not a triangular fuzzy number. These relationships only express an approximate actual product 
of two triangular fuzzy numbers and an inverted triangular fuzzy number. 
 In EA method, for each row of a bigeminal comparisons matrix the SK value, which is a triangular number 
itself, is calculated as below: 
 

          (2) 
 
 In which, K indicates the row number and i and j indicate the options and indexes successively. 
 In EA method, after calculating the SKs, their size should be achieved relative to each other. Generally, if 
M1 and M2 are two triangular fuzzy numbers, the size of M1 on M2 is shown by V (M1≥ M2), and is defined as 
below: 
 

         (3) 
 
 The size of a triangular fuzzy number from other K triangular fuzzy numbers is also calculated by the below 
relationship: 
 

         (4) 
 
 To calculate the weight of indexes in EA method in bigeminal comparison matrix, we will operate as 
follows:  
 

         (5) 
 
Therefore, the indexes’ weight vector would be as follows: 
 

          (6) 
 
which is the same asabnormal AHP fuzzy coefficients’ vector, 
 Now, according to relationship (7), the amount of weights which were made normal can be calculated for 
C1 to Cn indexes. 
 

             (7) 
 
 In continue table 2 shows the conversion of verbal variables to triangular fuzzy numbers in a 6 section 
spectrum: 
 
Identifying Criteria and Factors Effective on Price Bubble 
 The most important issue in prioritization is to correctly determine the options. To correctly determine, 
determinant criteria are required. To do this, many researches and papers accomplished in this field were 
studied. The outcome was extraction of three prioritizing criteria and thirteen options as effective factors on 
price bubble formation. 
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Table 1: Conversion of verbal variables to triangular fuzzy numbers 

 
 
 In the next stage these thirteen options were listed in a questionnaire to be distributed among experts and 
specialists, and their mean was calculated to merge the scores. These options (Q1 to Q13) are listed in table 1: 
 
Table 2: The AHP Fuzzy texted options 

 
 
Implementation of AHP Fuzzy Method to Rank the Factors: 
 The data in table 3 below were specified considering the average answers in the questionnaires and their 
indicated Fuzzy mean; using table number 2, they were converted to triangular fuzzy numbers.With the help of 
acquired fuzzy means, bigeminal comparison matrixes form related to each other and options form related to 
each index. In each of these matrixes, each cell above the main diameter indicates the importance rate of row 
elements related to column elements, and each cell below the main diameter indicates the importance rate of 
column elements related to row elements which their values are the inverted value of the cellsabove the 
diameter. Comparison of the main factors (Fundamental Variables, Technical Variables, and Emotional 
Variables) is shown in Table 3 as an example.  
 
Table 3: Sample bigeminal comparisons matrix of main factors of present research 

 
 

 After the formation of bigeminal comparison table with triangular fuzzy numbers, using the EA method 
which was described in chapter three, magnitude ratio of indexes was calculated in relation with each other; and 
each index’s abnormal weight (w’) was achieved based on that. The abnormal weights were made normal and 
normal (w) weight was acquired. 
Calculations’ procedures are indicated below: 
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Prioritizing the importance of Indexes and Options: 
 Finally, the results of calculating the weight of the three indexes of fundamental variables, technical 
variables and emotional variables will merge with the result of calculating the weight of the 13 options related to 
(Q1 to Q13) factors by the geometric mean to obtain the relative importance coefficient of options. 
The below tables indicate the results of above calculations according to importance of factors (options): 
 
Table 4: Ranking of effective Factors on Bubble Formation. 

 
 
Table 5: Ranking of effective Factors on Bubble Formation Based on the Triple Criteria. 
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 Ultimately, in table 6 effective options and factors on the formation of price bubble in Tehran’s Stock 
Market are indicated with their scores and ranking. 
 
Table 6: Ranking of the Options for Effective Bubble Formation Factors. 

 
 
 According to table 6 the score and ranking of each question can be easily realized. For example, Price 
Correction ranks first, Price Variations and Existence of Fluctuations ranks second, and Loss of Public Trust 
toward the Future of Market ranks third among the options, and Free Floating Shares, Over supply of Money, 
andFast Price Growth rank from eleventh to thirteenth. 
 
6. Conclusion: 
 In this research Fuzzy hierarchical analytic process was used to benefit from specialists’ comments and 
merge them together for evaluating and prioritizing the effective factors on price bubble formation. The Fuzzy 
hierarchical analytic process is a beneficial and precious method which helps managers and decision makers 
make their strategic decisions. The results of the researches from point of view of investors, stock brokers and 
specialists can be stated as follows, because the options which are most important for those who answer and are 
prior to others are the main result of this research. According to AHP-Fuzzy test for ranking the factors and 
options, emotional variables with importance rate of 0.4405 are the most important factor for price bubble 
formation; and technical variables with the importance rate of 0.3926 and fundamental variables with the 
importance rate of 0.1668 are ranked second and third. Among these, the subsidiary factor of Price Correction, 
which is one of the factors technical variables, is prior to other and Fast Price Increase, which is one of the 
fundamental factors, is located in the end. As obvious, emotional factors have great role in creation of price 
bubble, therefore decisions must be made to avoid bubble creation and evade crisis. 
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